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Annihilation of structural defects in chalcogenide ab-

sorber films for high-efficiency solar cells†

Roland Mainz,∗a Ekin Simsek Sanli,b Helena Stange,c Doron Azulay,d Stephan

Brunken,a Dieter Greiner,a Shir Hajaj,d Marc D. Heinemann,a Christian A. Kaufmann,a

Manuela Klaus,a Quentin M. Ramasse,e Humberto Rodriguez-Alvarez,a Alfons Weber,a

Isaac Balberg,d Oded Millo,d Peter A. van Aken,b and Daniel Abou-Rasa

In polycrystalline semiconductor absorbers for thin-film solar cells, structural defects may en-

hance electron-hole recombination and hence lower the resulting energy conversion efficiency.

To be able to efficiently design and optimize fabrications processes that result in high-quality

material, knowledge on the nature of structural defects as well as on their formation and annihila-

tion during film growth is essential. Here we show that in co-evaporated Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorber

films the density of defects is strongly influenced by the reaction path and substrate tempera-

ture during film growth. A combination of high-resolution electron microscopy, atomic force mi-

croscopy, scanning tunneling microscopy, and x-ray diffraction shows that Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorber

films deposited at low temperature without a Cu-rich stage suffer from a high density of - partially

electronically active - planar defects in the {112} planes. Real-time x-ray diffraction reveals that

these faults are nearly completely annihilated during an intermediate Cu-rich process stage with

[Cu]/([In]+[Ga])>1. Moreover, correlations between real-time diffraction and fluorescence analy-

sis during Cu-Se deposition reveals that rapid defect annihilation starts shortly before the start

of segregation of excess Cu-Se at the surface of the Cu(In,Ga)Se2 film. The presented results

hence provide direct insights into the dynamics of a film-quality-improving mechanism.

Broader context

The development of thin-film solar cells has been a success story

in recent years in terms of record efficiencies in the lab. Sin-

gle junction solar cells based on compound semiconductor films

now reach higher energy-conversion efficiencies than polycrys-

talline silicon. Despite this success and the prospect of novel ap-

plications such as flexible, lightweight solar panels, the market

share of thin-film solar modules is stagnating. A major problem

of compound thin-film solar cells, such as Cu(In,Ga)Se2, is the

large gap between lab efficiencies and commercial module effi-
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ciencies. A large process parameter space makes trial-and-error

optimization a time-consuming and expensive task. Therefore,

understanding the underlying atomic-scale physics and chemistry

is essential to identify the potential origins of efficiency losses

in the transfer from lab to large scale fabrication. Even though

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 has been investigated for several decades, there is

still a lack of fundamental knowledge of the quality-determining

mechanisms during film growth. In this contribution we present

results from an international collaboration that provide direct in-

sight into defect formation and annihilation during fabrication of

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 films. Instructions for process optimizations and de-

sign are derived. The presented approach can also be applied to

understand other thin-film fabrication processes.

1 Introduction

Low-temperature fabrication of semiconductor films for solar

cells and other applications reduces the energy consumption

during fabrication and enables the use of substrates with lim-

ited temperature tolerance, such as light-weighted and flexi-

ble polyimide foils, and thus has the potential to enhance the

competitiveness and scale-up of solar power.1 A general chal-
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lenge for low-temperature synthesis, however, is the possible

formation of structural disorder by growth accidents2 or in-

complete phase transitions,3 which may deteriorate the device

performance and cancel out the aforementioned advantages.4,5

In many cases these problems can be surpassed by a smart

process design. Remarkable success in increasing the power-

conversion efficiencies of solar cells based on low-temperature (<

500 °C) deposited Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGSe) to world-record level has

been recently achieved.6,7 Even though a Cu-poor composition

([Cu]/([In]+ [Ga])< 1) is needed for high efficiencies, at low tem-

peratures as well as moderate temperatures (∼ 530 °C) the syn-

thesis of high-quality CIGSe relies on a complex three-stage co-

evaporation in which the film takes a detour via an intermediate

Cu-rich composition ([Cu]/([In]+ [Ga]) > 1).8 In this process, the

optoelectronic properties and solar cell efficiencies are improved

by the intermediate Cu-rich process stage, realized by deposition

of Cu-Se in excess.9,10 Despite the fact that this phenomenon has

been known for more than two decades,8,11,12 the nature of the

mechanism responsible for this efficiency improvement is not yet

fully accounted for. In this contribution we provide novel insights

into the nature and dynamics of the mechanism responsible for

the improvement of the film quality during CIGSe growth.

It is well known that in chalcopyrite and kesterite films an

increase in Cu concentration up to the formation of secondary

Cu-Se compounds promotes grain growth.8,10–17 Even in sequen-

tial CIGSe synthesis by chalcogenization of metallic precursors18

- where the integral Cu content stays constant during the pro-

cess - Cu-Se can intermediately form at the surface.19 It has been

shown, however, that CIGSe absorbers with various average grain

sizes ranging from about 0.5 µm to more than 1 µm can lead to

high power conversion efficiencies around 20 %.6,7,20 Hence, the

mere reduction of grain boundary area cannot explain the im-

proved efficiencies and it seems likely that the Cu-poor to Cu-rich

transition is additionally accompanied by a reduction of detrimen-

tal defects within the grains.13,21 Structural defects such as dislo-

cations and stacking faults were found in CIGSe and Cu2ZnSnS4

films using transmission electron microscopy (TEM).21–26 Yet, no

detailed information on the effect of the Cu-poor to Cu-rich tran-

sition on the density of planar defects (PD) is found in the litera-

ture. While fascinating insights into annihilation mechanisms of

single planar defects in other metallic or compound fcc materi-

als were obtained by time-resolved TEM studies,27–29 real-time

in-situ TEM in a reactive Cu-Se atmosphere to study defect anni-

hilation in CIGSe does not seem to be feasible. In contrast, x-ray

diffraction (XRD) is well suited for real-time analysis in reactive

atmospheres30,31 and it has been predicted that stacking faults in

CIGSe lead to a characteristic signature in XRD.15

In the present study, we combine high-resolution microscopy

with real-time x-ray diffraction and fluorescence analysis to study

the nature and evolution of PDs in CIGSe during Cu-Se deposi-

tion. The presented results provide direct insights into the role of

the intermediate Cu-rich process stage for achieving an absorber

material with relatively small concentration of defects for high

solar-cell efficiencies.

2 Results and Discussion

2.1 Characterization of planar defects

Two types of CIGSe films were synthesized in a three-stage co-

evaporation process - one with and the other without an interme-

diate Cu-rich process stage. Both types of samples were processed

in the same process run, consisting of a Ga-Se and In-Se deposi-

tion in the first stage, Cu-Se deposition in the second stage and

Ga-In-Se deposition in the third stage, with a maximuma sub-

strate temperature of 430 °C. For the sample processed without

Cu-rich stage, the process was interrupted during the Cu-Se de-

position before the composition turned Cu-rich. For the sample

processed with Cu-rich stage, the Cu-Se deposition was continued

until a Cu-rich composition was reached, and subsequently the

composition was returned to Cu-poor by the final In-Ga-Se depo-

sition. (For more details on the film synthesis see Methods.)

Scanning TEM low-angle annular dark-field (STEM-LAADF)

imaging32 shows that the sample processed without Cu-rich stage

features grain sizes of around 0.5 to 1 µm (Fig. 1a), while the

grain size in the sample grown with Cu-rich stage increased to up

to about 2 µm (Fig. 1b). Several of the grains in the sample with-

out Cu-rich stage feature a high density of extended PDs, visible

as parallel stripes33 (Fig. 1a, marked by white arrows). In con-

trast, no regions of high densities of PDs are found in the bulk of

the sample with Cu-rich stage (Fig. 1b). A small-grained top layer

(Fig. 1b) is attributed to the final In-Ga-Se deposition stage (Fig.

S1b, ESI†), which changes the composition back to Cu-poor. (Ad-

ditional bright-field TEM images confirming the findings in Fig.

1a,b can be found in ESI†, Fig. S2.)

To confirm the presence of PDs, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM)

was employed. Figure 1c shows a large density and large vari-

ety of PDs in the {112} planes in the In-rich part of the sample

processed without Cu-rich stage. As examples, two regions with

PDs are marked and displayed enlarged in the insets: one show-

ing two ordinary twin defects and the other exhibiting a narrow

region with a hexagonal stacking sequence. The nature of indi-

vidual PDs were studied in more detail by high-resolution scan-

ning TEM (HR-STEM) (Fig. 1d-h). These measurements show

additional types of PDs, such as twin faults (ABCBA), intrinsic

stacking faults (ABC_BC), extrinsic stacking faults (ABCBABC),

and two irregular PDs, i.e., defects which do not feature a mere

cubic or hexagonal closed-pack type stacking. All these extended

defects have in common that they disturb the proper stacking of

the {112} planes of the chalcopyrite structure.

Similar types of PDs were also found in the sample processed

with Cu-rich stage, but Fig. 1 suggests that the density of PDs

is strongly reduced in the sample grown with Cu-rich stage com-

pared to the one grown without Cu-rich stage. We note that the

sample processed with Cu-rich stage was exposed to the process

temperature of 430 °C for a longer time than the sample without

Cu-rich stage. Therefore, from investigations on these samples

alone it is unclear whether the annihilation of PDs is induced by

the Cu-rich stage itself, or rather by the longer annealing time. In

Sec. 2.4 it will be demonstrated that thermal annealing alone is

not sufficient to annihilate the PDs and that complete PD annihi-

lation takes place at the transition from Cu-poor to Cu-rich film

2 | 1–10
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Fig. 1 (a, b) STEM-LAADF images for the sample that was synthesized (a) without and (b) with a Cu-rich process stage. (c) High-resolution TEM

(HRTEM) image from the middle part of the CIGSe sample that was processed without Cu-rich stage. (d-h) Detailed high-resolution scanning TEM

(HR-STEM) images of various planar defects: (d) Twin faults and an intrinsic stacking fault (SF), (e) a twin fault, (f) an extrinsic SF, (g) and (h) irregular

planar defects (PD). All images in (c-h) show <110> projections.

composition.

2.2 Electronic characterization

The presence of the various PDs in the Cu-poor grown CIGSe

film raises the question whether they have an influence on the

electronic properties of the film and hence whether their pres-

ence is problematic for the fabrication of high-performance solar

cells. A twin or stacking fault imposes only small deviations from

the anion-cation bond length, presumably without causing deep

states in the band gap as proposed by Yan et al. for CISe.34 In

contrast, the irregular PDs in Fig. 1g and h show larger bond

1–10 | 3
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Fig. 2 Electronic characterization on the surface of the sample

processed without Cu-rich stage. (a) Topography and (b) lateral force

measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM). (c) Current at 20 meV

measured by C-AFM under AFM illumination at the same area as (a)

and (b). (d) Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurement at a

planar defect (PD, blue curve) and on a grain bulk region far away from

visible PDs (red curve).

length deviations from the ideal lattice and can thus be expected

to have stronger effects on the electronic structure.

To gain direct experimental insight into the electronic proper-

ties of PDs, we performed conductive atomic force microscopy

(C-AFM), as well as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and

spectroscopy (STS). AFM topography and friction images mea-

sured on the surface of the sample processed without a Cu-rich

stage show contrasts that can be attributed to PDs within CIGSe

grains (circles in Figs. 2a,b). C-AFM measurements suggest that

the effect of the PDs on the local transport properties is negligible

as there is no indication for the formation of a potential barrier

at the PDs (Fig. 2c). This is concluded from the fact that neg-

ative (opposite to the bias voltage) currents were not observed,

indicating that there is no band-bending at the PDs.35,36 How-

ever, the STS data show higher density of states (DOS) at some

PDs relative to the grain bulk, as depicted in Fig. 2d, while others

show the same DOS at the grain bulk (see ESI†, Fig. S3). We in-

vestigated several areas with PDs and find that about 40 % of the

PDs show an increased DOS, while about 60 % did not show such

effect. These results confirm that some of the PDs may indeed

be electronically benign, as predicted.34 However, the increased

DOS for around 40 % of the PDs suggests that the high density of

PDs seen in Figs. 1a and c will bring about an increase in charge

carrier recombination. Hence, we conclude that for highest ef-

ficiencies it is essential to avoid or remove PDs during absorber

fabrication.

The AFM and STS results in Fig. 2 were obtained on the surface

of the sample processed without Cu-rich stage. We also found

some PDs at the surface of the sample processed with Cu-rich

stage with AFM and STM (ESI†, Fig. S4). This could be due to the

fact that the surface of this sample grew under Cu-poor condition

during the end of the 3rd process stage. However, the presence of

such PDs found in the STM measurements was much scarce than

in the sample without the Cu-rich stage. This, and the reduced

PD density in the bulk seen by STEM-LAADF compared to the

sample grown without Cu-rich stage (Fig. 1a,b) implies that in

the sample with Cu-rich stage the overall effect on recombination

in the absorber film should be significantly reduced.

2.3 Planar defect analysis by x-ray diffraction:

Due to the small sample volumes analyzed by TEM, doubt re-

mains whether the apparent reduction of PDs in the sample pro-

cessed with Cu-rich stage (Fig. 1b) is representative. In contrast

to TEM, x-ray diffraction - which is known to be sensitive to the

presence of stacking faults15,37,38 - probes much larger sample

volumes in the order of 0.1 mm3. We simulated the expected ef-

fect of various PD types, similar to those shown in Fig. 1c-h, with

the XRD simulation software DIFFaX37 using a pseudo-cubic ap-

proximation (2a = c).15 The simulation results are presented in

Fig. 3a. The simulations show that all observed types of {112}

PDs lead to a broadening of the 112 reflection and an additional

maximum at around 2θ =25° (marked as PD) with a sharp shoul-

der to the left. While variations of the profile shape for different

defect types can be seen, qualitatively the various PDs cause sim-

ilar effects on the diffraction pattern.

The additional maximum (marked as PD in Fig. 3a) is not part

of the chalcopyrite symmetry. Its presence is caused by the dis-

turbance of this symmetry in an array of lattice planes with Miller

indices

(h,k, l)tetr = (h,h,2 · (h±2))tetr

(or (h,k, l)cub = (h,h,h± 2)cub in the cubic sphalerite structure),

where h can also take fractions of natural numbers. These two

arrays of disturbed lattice plane symmetries become visible in a

Fourier transformation (Fig. 3b) of the HRTEM image from Fig.

1c. The Fourier transform shows characteristic streaking along

the (h,h,h± 2)cub line. For comparison, a Fourier transform of a

model lattice image (see ESI†, Fig. S5) with twin faults in the

(111)cub plane is depicted in Fig. 3c, showing similar streaking,

with the upper streak along the (h,k, l)cub = (h,h,h+2)cub line and

the lower streak along the (h,k, l)cub = (h,h,h− 2)cub line. Cir-

cular integration of the intensity of the model Fourier transform

around the origin leads to the line profile depicted in Fig. 3d,

which qualitatively resembles the profile of the XRD simulation

in Fig. 3a. The sharp edge to the left of the {111}cub maxi-

mum corresponds to the distance of the nearest Se-Se neighbors

in the (111)cub plane (or (112)tetr plane), which is the distance of

planes with 3
2

d112,cub (or 3
2

d114,tetr) (which corresponds to d100,hex

in the hexagonal close pack wurtzite-type structure39). This is the

largest distance of the symmetry-disturbed planes in real space,

i.e. the shortest distance from the center to the streak in the

Fourier transform in Fig. 3b and c. This explains why the cir-

cularly integrated intensity in Fig. 3d shows a sudden intensity

4 | 1–10
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Fig. 3 (a) Simulated XRD patterns for various types of planar defects,

which were observed by TEM as shown in Fig. 1. The simulations were

preformed with the software DIFFaX 37 and show a characteristic feature

attributed to planar defects (PD). (b) Fast Fourier transformation (FFT)

of the HRTEM image in Fig. 1c. (c) FFT of a corresponding fcc model

lattice image with twin faults in the (111)cub plane with a fault probability

of 6%. To enlarge the spots for better visibility, a smoothing function was

run on the FFT pattern. (d) Circularly integrated intensity of the Fourier

transform corresponding to the one in (c). (For reduced scattering, the

integration was performed on a FFT pattern of a latice image with 6000

(111)cub planes, whereas for (c) an image with only 300 planes was

used). The dashed vertical lines in (d) correspond to the radii of the

dashed circles in (c).

cut-off at this position towards smaller k-values (i.e. smaller 2θ

angles or larger lattice plane spacings). For the case of CISe, this

Fig. 4 Ex-situ grazing incidence XRD (GIXRD) measured on the

sample processed (a) without and (b) with a Cu-rich process stage. Pole

figures for the {220}/{204} reflection (c) and the planar defect (PD) signal

(e) for the sample without Cu-rich stage. (d) and (f) show the

corresponding pole figures for the sample processed with Cu-rich stage.

The arrows mark positions at which maxima are expected for a perfect

{220}/{204} fiber texture, as schematically shown in (g). The image

plane in (g) is parallel to the (112) plane.

distance is

3

2
d114,tetr =

3

2

√

1/a2 +1/a2 +(4/c)2 = 0.3556nm,

which corresponds to a XRD peak position of 2θ = 25.018° (with

a = 0.5781nm and b = 1.16422nm, Ref.40). The corresponding

cut-off position is marked as vertical dashed line in Fig. 3a and d.

Grazing incidence XRD (GIXRD) measurements performed on

the sample processed without Cu-rich stage clearly show this ad-

ditional diffraction feature (Fig. 4a, black arrow) predicted for

1–10 | 5
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PDs by the XRD simulations. The left vertical line in Fig. 4a

marks the calculated cut-off position corresponding to 3
2

d114,tetr,

which was also added to Figs. 3a and d. In contrast, this PD sig-

nal is absent in the sample processed with Cu-rich stage (Fig. 4b).

(Here, the additional reflections at higher angles can be attributed

to the top layer with increased Ga concentration deposited in the

3rd stage of the process, see ESI†, Fig S1b.)

It is important to note that a preferential grain orientation in

the film can strongly influence the measured intensity of the PD

signal. Therefore, from Fig. 4b we cannot be absolutely sure

that the PD signal disappeared for all possible grain orientations.

Texture analysis reveals that both sample types - processed with-

out and with Cu-rich stage - have a {220}/{204} fiber texture,

i.e. the majority of grains have a lattice orientation with {220}

or {204} planes parallel to the surface (Fig. 4c,d). Consequently,

also the pole figure for the PD signal of the sample processed with-

out Cu-rich stage shows a strong orientation dependence with a

maximum at an inclination angle of 30° (Fig. 4e), which is in ac-

cordance with the {220}/{204} fiber texture as visualized in Fig.

4g. In contrast, the pole figure for the PD signal of the sample

processed with Cu-rich stage is completely flat, confirming that

for all grain orientations the density of PDs is reduced below the

XRD resolution limit.

2.4 Dynamics of the planar defect annihilation

From the previous observations by ex-situ analysis it remains un-

clear whether the disappearance of PDs in the sample with Cu-

rich stage is due to the intermediate Cu-rich composition during

the deposition process - or whether the defects just annealed due

to the longer processing time. Therefore, we performed a second

co-evaporation process without Cu-rich stage, but now with an

additional annealing time, such that the thermal history equaled

that for the sample grown with Cu-rich stage (see Methods for de-

tails on the process). GIXRD measurements on samples from this

process without Cu-rich stage but with additional annealing still

show a strong PD signal (ESI†, Fig. S6), revealing that the annihi-

lation of the PDs is indeed induced by the compositional changes

during the continued part of the process with Cu-rich stage.

Still it remains unclear at which point during the process with

Cu-rich stage the PDs annihilate. To answer this question, we

recorded diffraction signals in real time during CIGSe film syn-

thesis by synchrotron-based energy-dispersive X-ray diffraction

(EDXRD) in a co-evaporation chamber that was tailor-made for

in-situ X-ray analysis at the polychromatic synchrotron beamline

EDDI at BESSY II.30 Time-resolved EDXRD intensities around the

CIGSe 112 reflection during Cu-Se evaporation (2nd stage of the

three-stage process) are plotted color-coded as a function of the

photon energy and Cu-Se deposition time in Fig. 5a. In EDXRD

the same structural information is obtained as in conventional

angle-dispersive XRD (for more details see Methods). The peak

at around 22 keV corresponds to the CIGSe 112 reflection. The

broad shoulder towards lower energies (marked by PD in Fig. 5a)

corresponds to the PD signal that was also seen in ex-situ XRD

in Fig. 4a. The inset in Fig. 5a presents data extracted from

an EDXRD spectrum at the point in time marked by the vertical

Fig. 5 Real-time EDXRD/XRF analysis of planar defect annihilation in a

Cu-In-Ga-Se film during Cu-Se deposition. (a) Color-coded EDXRD

spectra as function of energy and Cu-Se deposition time, showing the

CIGSe 112 diffraction signal and the planar defect (PD) signal. Inset: A

spectrum recorded at the point in time marked by the black vertical line.

Integral intensity of (b) the PD signal and (c) the simultaneously

recorded Cu-Kα fluorescence. (d) Normalized intensities of the

(In,Ga)2Se3 110 and the PD signal intensities during Cu-Se deposition

onto (In,Ga)2Se3 films at various substrate temperatures. The vertical

dashed line marks the Cu-poor to Cu-rich transition. The inset shows an

enlarged view around the transition (note the different normalization).
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black line, showing a similar profile of the PD signal as was seen

in ex-situ XRD in Fig. 4a. The PD signal shows a clear decrease

in intensity during Cu-Se deposition (Fig. 5a,b) - with a slow de-

crease up to t ≈ 60min., followed by a rapid drop down to around

zero within 3 minutes (see inset).

To correlate the decrease of the PD signal with the Cu incorpo-

ration into the film, the intensity of simultaneously recorded Cu

fluorescence (Cu-Kα) is plotted in Fig. 5c. Due to the shallow

incidence and exit angles of the EDXRD/XRF setup (see Meth-

ods), the fluorescence signals provide time-resolved information

about elemental depth distributions.41 While the slow increase of

Cu-Kα up to t ≈ 60min. can be explained by a near homogenous

incorporation of Cu into the film, the increased slope starting at

the vertical dashed line reveals the onset of Cu-Se segregation

at the surface of the film,30,42 which is expected as soon as the

film is Cu-saturated.42 It can be seen that the fast drop of the

PD signal starts shortly before the onset of Cu-Se segregation. We

can distinguish between two PD annihilation regimes - a slow one

taking place at Cu-poor composition (i.e., before the onset of Cu

segregation), and a fast one taking place near stoichiometric com-

position. This finding provides direct evidence that the Cu-poor

to Cu-rich transition plays a unique role for defect reduction of

CIGSe films at low growth temperatures.

But is the Cu-poor to Cu-rich transition really necessary to an-

nihilate the PDs? The slow decrease of the PD density during the

Cu-poor stage suggests that by tuning the process parameters,

possibly a minimization of the PDs abundance may be reached

already before the film turns Cu-rich. For a thermally activated

mechanism, increasing the temperature or prolonging the pro-

cess time by reducing the Cu-Se deposition rate should lead to

reduced PD concentration before Cu-rich to Cu-poor transition is

reached.

To test this possibility and to gain further insight into the PD

annihilation, we varied the substrate temperature and the Cu de-

position rate. Figure 5d shows that the PD signal intensities is

strongly influenced by the substrate temperature during Cu-Se

deposition. For all temperatures, the PD signal starts to rise dur-

ing the transition of the (In,Ga)2Se3 phase to Cu-In-Ga-Se (ESI†,

Fig. S7). It can be seen from Fig. 5d that the maximum intensity

of the PD signal is strongly reduced when increasing the temper-

ature to from 400 °C to 530 °C. However, a close look reveals

that even for a substrate temperature of 530 °C, a faint PD signal

is still present before the transition, which - similar to the lower

temperatures - decreases during the Cu-poor to Cu-rich transition

(inset in Fig. 5d). Moreover, for 500 °C and 530 °C - in contrast to

400 °C - no significant signal intensity decrease can be observed

between 0.2 and 0.9 relative Cu-Se deposition time (see ESI†, Fig.

S8). At 530 °C substrate temperature, reducing the Cu evapora-

tion rate - and hence prolonging the annealing time - did not have

any effect on the intensity of the PD signal before the transition.

A reduction of the Cu rate only prolonged the time until the PD

signal disappeared at the Cu-poor to Cu-rich transition (ESI†, Fig.

S9). Therefore, we can exclude that the defects completely an-

neal due to the longer processing time at temperatures up to 530

°C. We conclude that even at higher substrate temperatures of up

to around 530 °C - commonly used for deposition on soda-lime

Fig. 6 Schematic drawing of the energy barrier between CIGSe with

planar defects and CIGSe without planar defects.

glass substrates - the Cu-poor to Cu-rich transition leads to a re-

duction of the density of PDs, which is likely to be a prerequisite

for achieving world-record efficiencies.

2.5 Mechanism of planar defect annihilation

Two distinct mechanisms can lead to the annihilation of PDs: De-

fects anneal within a grain (e.g. by motion of dislocations to the

grain boundaries27), or defect-poor grains grow at the expense

of defect-rich grains.21 In both cases, the energy stored in the

defects may act as driving force for the annihilation (Fig. 6).

In the first case, when the PDs anneal within the grains, the

energy barrier will be connected with the barrier for mechanisms

such as dislocation gliding. However, for planar faults that go

through entire grains - as seen in Fig. 1a (and ESI†, Fig. S2b)

- the driving force for its motion should be small. Additionally,

only small formation energies for stacking faults and twins were

predicted for CuInSe2 and CuGaSe2.43

In the second case, when the defects are removed by grain

growth, the energy barrier for defect annihilation will be that for

grain boundary motion.13,14 It is known that grain size increases

with temperature,44,45 as expected for thermally activated grain

growth, and that - in particular at lower temperatures - grain

size increases at the Cu-poor to Cu-rich transition.13–15,21,44 Also

the STEM-LAADF images in Fig. 1a and b showed that the grain

size increased when a Cu-rich growth stage was performed. For

CIGSe the extraction of the evolution of crystal domain sizes from

diffraction peak widths is not reliable due to the Ga gradient,

which also influences the peak width. However, since in a simi-

lar process without Ga the width of the 112 peak decreased dur-

ing decreasing PD signal and stayed constant afterwards,30,42 we

conclude that the grain growth takes place during planar fault

annihilation.

The acceleration of annihilation rate at the Cu-poor to Cu-rich

transition can then be explained by a lowering of the activation

energy for grain boundary mobility.13,14,42,44,46 The fact that the

relative annihilation rate at the Cu-poor to Cu-rich transition is

not influenced by temperature (inset in Fig. 5d) and that the an-

nihilation rate is prolonged by reducing the Cu deposition rate

(ESI†, Fig. S9b), suggest that the barrier is flattened by Cu satu-
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ration (Fig. 6) and that the velocity of PD annihilation is deter-

mined only by the Cu deposition rate.

The complete disappearance of the PD signal at the transition

from Cu-poor to Cu-rich can, however, not be explained solely

by normal grain growth. In normal grain growth, larger grains

grow by consuming smaller grains. If we assume that initially also

large grains feature high densities of PDs, as seen in the STEM-

LAADF images in Fig. 1a, normal grain growth would leave sub-

stantial amounts of PDs, which would still cause a detectable PD

diffraction signal. Consequently, the observation that the PD sig-

nal completely disappears within the resolution of the XRD and

EDXRD measurements, strongly suggests that the film completely

recrystallizes at the Cu-poor to Cu-rich transition. Besides grain

boundary energy and strain energy,42 the defect energies may act

as additional driving force for the recrystallization, similar to a

phase-transition-driven grain growth.3

3 Conclusions

In this paper we showed that a high density of planar defects

is present in Cu-poor Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorber films synthesized

by low-temperature co-evaporation, if the film was Cu-poor all

along the growth. The planar defects quickly annihilate during

Cu-Se deposition near the onset of Cu-Se segregation at the sur-

face. While the defect formation can also be reduced by apply-

ing higher substrate temperatures, a detectable planar defect sig-

nal remains up to near the Cu-Se segregation at the transition

from Cu-poor to Cu-rich composition even at a substrate tem-

perature of around 530 °C - a temperature commonly used for

Cu(In,Ga)Se2 co-evaporation on glass. Interestingly, the relative

rate of defect annihilation at the transition does not depend on

the substrate temperature, but instead is controlled by the Cu-

deposition rate. This has two important implications for the de-

sign of co-evaporation processes for high-efficiency CIGSe solar

cell absorbers: First, if a process is performed without an inter-

mediate Cu-rich stage, high substrate temperatures need to be

applied to reduced the defect density. Second, if a process is per-

formed with an intermediate Cu-rich stage, a reduction of the sub-

strate temperature during Cu-Se deposition - in order to reduce

energy consumption and enable usage of temperature-sensitive

substrates - does not impose a disadvantage in terms of defect

density. The relevance of these findings for solar cell applications

was demonstrated by the relation found between the presence of

the planar defects and the presence of electronic defect states,

suggesting a lower recombination of the charge carriers and thus

improved photovoltaic properties - especially open circuit voltage

- in the material that has gone through the Cu-rich process stage.

Methods

Film synthesis.

The ex-situ analyzed CIGSe samples were synthesized in a three-

stage-type process, using Mo-coated glass substrates with a SiN

diffusion barrier to prevent uncontrolled Na diffusion from the

glass into the film. Initially, two samples were processed together:

In the 1st stage, Ga-Se and In-Se were subsequently deposited

at 330 °C. In the 2nd stage, the temperature was raised to 430

°C and Cu-Se was deposited. When the integral Cu concentra-

tion reached [Cu]/([In]+[Ga]) ≈ 0.71, i.e. before the integral

film composition turned Cu-rich, the Cu-Se deposition was inter-

rupted and the samples were allowed to cool down. After cool

down, one sample was taken out of the chamber (this sample is

referred to as “without Cu-rich stage”). The remaining sample in

the chamber was heated up again to 430 °C and the second stage

(Cu-Se deposition) was continued until the integral composition

turned Cu-rich. Finally, in the third stage In, Ga and Se were de-

posited simultaneously until the integral composition turned back

to Cu-poor with [Cu]/([In]+[Ga]) ≈ 0.81 (this sample is referred

to as “with Cu-rich stage”). To test whether the PD annihilation

is caused by the compositional changes during the continued pro-

cess or whether they annihilate by thermal annealing due to the

longer processing time, we performed a second deposition pro-

cess: this second process was identical to the first one (described

above), except that this time, after Cu-Se deposition was inter-

rupted and one sample was taken out of the chamber, the process

was continued without Cu-Se and In-Ga-Se deposition. Only the

Se source was turned on and the remaining sample was kept at

430 °C as long as in the first process to ensure an identical thermal

history of the samples from the first and the second process.

Ex-situ characterization.

TEM lamellae were prepared by a focused ion beam (FIB) Zeiss

Crossbeam 1540XB instrument using a lift-out method for the

STEM-LAADF (Fig. 1a,b) and HR-STEM (Fig. 1c-h) analyses.

TEM lamellae for the HRTEM analysis (Fig. 1c) were prepared

by conventional techniques using tripod polishing and subse-

quent ion-milling. The STEM-LAADF measurements were done

at 200 kV on the Zeiss Sub-Electron-Volt Sub-Angstrom Micro-

scope (SESAM). An annular detector with an inner semi-angle of

10 mrad was used for the STEM-LAADF imaging. A JEOL 4000FX

was operated at 400 kV acceleration voltage for the HRTEM mea-

surement. The HR-STEM measurements were carried out at 100

kV on a Nion UltraSTEM 100 microscope equipped with a cold

field emission gun, a Cs corrector and a Gatan Enfina spectrome-

ter. The probe forming optics of the instrument were adjusted to

create a probe with a diameter of 0.9 angstrom at a convergence

semi-angle of 33 mrad, allowing atomic-resolution imaging of the

CIGSe structure in the <110> projection. The HAADF detector

semi-angular range was set to as 85-185 mrad.

STM measurements were performed in ambient conditions. In

some cases the samples were treated for 2 min. in an aqueous

KCN solution, and then washed with distiled water, in order to

remove surface oxidation. However, the results were not quanti-

tatively different from samples that did not undergo this proce-

dure. The STM topographic images were typically measured with

sample-bias and current set values of V = 1.5 V and I = 1 nA,

whereas the tunneling I-V curves were acquired with set values

(before disabling the feedback loop for spectrum acquisition) of

V = 0.8 V and I = 0.5 nA. The dI/dV -V tunneling spectra, which

are proportional to the local DOS,47 were numerically derived

from curves resulting by averaging over 50-100 I-V characteris-

tics taken at a specific location, in each of which the current was

recorded, and averaged over, 64 times for every bias value. AFM:

The Mo layer served as a back-contact (counter electrode to the
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conductive AFM tip) in the C-AFM measurements. The C-AFM

data were acquired under ambient conditions. The tip-sample

contact area has a diameter of ∼10 nm. Therefore, with a typical

current of 0.1 nA, the current density is ∼100 A/cm2. (See ESI†

for more details.)

XRD measurements were performed in a standard laboratory

diffractometer XPert Pro MPD, with Cu-Kα radiation and paral-

lelizing incident beam mirror and a Kβ filter (Ni). The grazing-

incidence angle was 3°. Pole figures were measured in a SEIFERT

5-circle diffractometer ETA using cobalt Kα radiation.

DIFFaX simulation.

XRD profiles in the presence of planar defects were simulated

with the software DIFFaX37 using a pseudo-cubic approximation

(2a = c) and a stoichiometric CuInSe2 lattice. (For more details

see Ref.15.)

In-situ EDXRD/XRF.

Real-time EDXRD/XRF analysis during co-evaporation was per-

formed with polychromatic synchrotron radiation between 6 and

100 keV at the EDDI beamline at BESSY II, equipped with

two energy-dispersive Ge detectors.48 For EDXRD the energy-

dispersive form of the Bragg equation - dhkl = hc/(2Ehkl sinθ) -

applies. The diffraction angle was 2θ = 9.722°±0.002° (calibrated

with 99.99% purity gold powder), and the inclination angle was

Ψ ≈ 65°. The angle between incident radiation and sample sur-

face was Ωin = 2.62° and the angle between diffracted radiation

and sample surface was Ωout = 1.50°. (More details on the setup

can be found in Refs.30,42.) For all in-situ processes, Mo-coated

glass substrates with a SiN diffusion barrier was used. For the 420

°C process, a complete three-stage-type process was performed in

the in-situ chamber, with sequential Ga-Se/In-Se/Ga-Se/In-Se de-

position in the 1st stage at 330 °C, Cu-Se (2nd stage and In-Ga-Se

(3rd stage) at 420 °C49. For the other in-situ processes the first

stage was performed beforehand in a different chamber, finished

with a pure Se capping. In the in-situ chamber, the samples were

heated up to 530 °C and subsequently the temperature was low-

ered to the respective value (400 °C, 450 °C, 500 °C, or 530 °C)

before Cu-Se deposition was started. The Cu-Se deposition time

up to the point of Cu-Se saturation took around 70-80 min.
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Graphical abstract 

 

Real-time in-situ analysis in combination with simulations and high-resolution microscopy reveals 

that a high density of detrimental planar defects form during deposition of Cu-poor Cu(In,Ga)Se2. 

The defects rapidly annihilate when the film composition gets close to stoichiometry. 
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